Across
6. The covering things are sold in
8. Say you won’t do something
14. Thick cotton shirt worn for sports
15. Being sold at a lower price than usual
16. Cool footwear in summer
18. Money you pay to use something for a short time eg DVD
19. You can find the Amazon store there
20. A shop at the airport with no tax
21. How you think and feel about something

Down
1. Sports hat
2. Opposite of undercharge = ____charge
3. Keep you neck warm
4. Keep you money for a rainy day
5. A shop with cut prices
7. A shop that sells used goods
9. Decoration made of colors lines, dots, flowers etc.
10. Say you are unhappy about something
11. Don't have much money
12. You keep your money in this
13. Shop without buying
17. Warn knitted clothing with sleeves
22. Do it yourself